
Starting a Start-Up After iGEM 
An open letter from Shazzad Mukit. 

A Biotech startup team needs to have people falling into three specific types or categories: 

1. scientific, 2. visionary/communicator, 3. and business development. It is a deep tech startup so 

obviously, the team needs to have a very strong scientific background, with the ability to break down 

problems into their constituent elements and solve issues accordingly. The visionary will need to 

have scepticism optimism, and generally turns out to be the leader of the team so he will have good 

(external) communication skills. The team must identify a very pragmatic business need for the 

technology they are developing. Spending one month just to understand the market and customers’ 

needs is way better than to be lost for months after carrying out R&D and trying to figure out the 

market/customers. 

 

                Generally, biotech startups launch out with a bottom-up approach: they have a technology 

in hand and now they want to start solving a specific problem and then try to expand to other areas. 

Unibiome® started from the top-down: they identified a problem and tried to solve it with their 

skills. However they failed to pull off significant results and couldn’t pin down the market need for 

their type of technology. A bottom-up approach has more reasons to succeed in the biotech scene 

as such startups generally tend to have IP over the tech as they built IT in-house. The top-down 

approach is better for non-profit or mature companies with a lot of IP security and tech in their 

hands. Or top-down may even work for DIY biotech lab projects.  

                Even if you have a novel technology in hand, challenges will arise such as - is the solution 

better compared to the existing ones? Better in the sense that- A. Will that new technology produce 

the product/medicine/device more cheaply or at a more competitive price compared to other 

existing solutions in the market? B. It is very unlikely in any technology in present world that you are 

working alone and nobody else is going to come/working on the same solution. So it is highly 

probable that soon you will be competing with another player in the same market niche. Better to 

identify your specific customer segments even before starting to go into R&D and product 

development and differentiate from your competitor. It will save a lot of time, energy and money. So 

a very thorough market research will save you months/years and a ton of money. 

                This can be described as "finding the right timing" for your startup. You may find out your 

idea is brilliant but you are either too late or too early to the market. By too early, we mean that 

there is a slippery slope for educating people while they are yet to understand and adopt the new 

tech in their daily life. Not every startup can like Apple dictate what people shall use. And you need 

to understand the trend too, Apple did not come up with the iPad suddenly and did not turn into a 

smartphone centered company from a computer manufacturer overnight. They studied the rising 

trends and the technology was already in the society and people were susceptible too, so startups 

need to understand whether the trend of people's lifestyle indicates that within the next few years 

they will adopt your technology or whether it’s just a fad, soon to go away or whether it is here to 

stay. 

                It is important to know the right amount to raise the money you may need. Biotech/deep 

tech is fundamentally different from any other web/app or service based startup. 50K for website 

startup may enough to deliver a minimal viable product (MVP) within 6 months, 50K for biotech is 

not even enough to run a lab of 4-5 people for 6 months. A minimal viable product is a product just 



enough developed to satisfy the first customers as well as providing feedback for the future product 

development. So when a generic startup accelerator says they will give you 50K for your biotech 

startup, they don't understand the difference between biotech and general tech and they have no 

idea of the cost to run a biotech company. Any amount that is less than the amount to give the 

biotech startup a runway for a year is nothing at all. In web/app, you can write the code for your 

product/make your product in a fab lab if not in weeks at least within few months, for biotech you 

are sure to face some failed experiment and that may cost your few months alone. So a seed or pre-

seed round of 150-250K USD is the minimum to successfully finish the MVP part of a biotech product 

along with a provisional patent. This will help you to bring seed or Series A fund from investors. Less 

than this amount, your rate of failure is 90%. 

                And making an analogy between web/app and deep tech startup is fundamentally wrong. 

Biotech has issues of IP and patents, thus legality matters even in the beginning, whereas web 

startups have multiple options- open source, proprietary, copyright etc. Open source in the biotech 

product is not yet a reality. Maybe that exists in bioinformatics for some other tools, but not in living 

organisms or molecules. Another big thing is, web/app based startups can launch their products in 

the market within months or a year. Whereas in biotech this is a totally different ball game. If you 

are in medical biotech, good luck for the next 8-10 years! You won't be able to enter the market 

unless you have successfully finished pre-clinical, clinical trial phase 1, 2 and 3. The majority of 

drugs/biotech products don't pass Phase 2 and 3! 

                Even if you are in food biotech, better not sell GMOs directly to customers, however unholy 

and irrational the people's fear may seem. We cannot change people's mind overnight and 

considering there is a billion dollar lobby industry to push fear-mongering GMO agendas, the system 

is fundamentally broken. But there is a niche industry where you can sell GMOs to B2B customers as 

they use GMOs to produce "natural" compounds, for example, Vanillin by Evolva or vitamins by 

some biotech companies. Furthermore, food biotech does not exist, food and biotech is the worst 

combination to put together in front of customers considering their irrational fear. Though a lot of 

food companies use evolved or modified organisms in their food, they are super secretive or do not 

necessarily tell the truth. 

                Industrial biotechnology and gadget-based biotech have huge potential though, as they do 

not face the decade-long drag of medical biotech or GMO fear of food biotech. With the rising issue 

of climate change and trying to be independent of petrochemical-based material industry, industrial 

biotech/green biotechnology will grow bigger and bigger. 

                Finally, becoming a startup founder is not for everyone. It is less glamorous than it seems, 

highly stressful and financially risky. Most of the time you will find yourself alone in your successes 

or failures, and you may have to swallow things you may never have imagined. But this a world of 

high risk, high gain. Knowing where you want to see yourself down the line after 5-10 years may help 

you to decide. Plus, thinking like an engineer may help too, break down all the problems to solve 

them one by one, and do it frequently, daily. If you are an initiator, problem solver, doer, go-getter 

from early childhood, that will help.  


